SAP Data
Management
Overview
Adapt to the new
business reality.
As companies embrace the opportunity of
digital transformation, SAP HANA is at the
core of this effort. But without a solid core
containing quality data, the foundation will
not support the promised possibilities. Tools
like SAP Data Services, SAP HANA Smart
Data Integration and SAP MDG are vital to
establish and maintain a quality foundation.
Organizations must evaluate the total
landscape and focus on data management
to streamline processes and provide
actionable insights.

What We Do
Protiviti’s Data Management services help companies
go beyond monitoring, managing and measuring data.
We help our clients take control over their missioncritical information, designing business standards and
strategies and establishing a solid data governance
program that can help enhance the business value of
their information through more controlled and
efficient collection, distribution and use of
information.

Our Offerings
Data Readiness Assessment
HANA Platform Assessment
Data Quality and Standardization

Protiviti’s team helped us gain actional
information and root-cause analysis on
the fly by implementing a departmentwide, real-time expense and revenue
reporting solution in the cloud.
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Data Modeling and Warehousing
Data Integration and Migration
Data Governance and Management

SAP Data Management Solutions
Data Readiness Assessment
• Define your data readiness as you
adopt SAP S/4HANA
• Ensure data quality levels before
embarking on major transformation
projects
• Identify, prioritize and implement
remediation strategy

Data Modeling and Warehousing
• Develop infrastructure strategy for
data warehouses, data lakes and
big data platforms
• Create custom models to tackle
specific issues
• Prebuild models on top of standard
SAP processes

HANA Platform Assessment
• Assess HANA platform deployment
to ensure optimum performance
• Use leading practices to promote
integrated data management,
increasing scalability and lowering
complexity
• Align business processes

Data Integration and Migration
• Create source to target mappings
• Identify data cleansing needs
• Define business rules and
transformation requirements
• Transform data to target system
• Conduct validation audits

Data Quality and Standardization
• Create data quality profiling and
scorecards
• Develop data classification and
data asset tagging
• Implement data cleansing and
standardization utilizing third-party
data

Data Governance and Management
• Develop data governance and data
strategy
• Define data ownership and
stewardship programs
• Manage business and technical
metadata

Schedule a Data Management Assessment today by contacting us at SAPsolutions@Protiviti.com.
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